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ABSTRACT 
Let E be a Banach space with the approximation property and let F be a Banach algebra with 
identity. We study the spectrum of the algebra ‘&,(E, F) of all holomorphic mappings f : E - F 
that are bounded on the bounded subsets of E. 
I INTRODUCTION 
If X is a topological algebra with identity, let M(X) be the spectrum of X i.e., 
M(X) consists of all non-zero continuous complex valued homomorphisms 4 
from X to C. Note that, for every set A, A x M(C) is isomorphic to A. 
Throughout E will be a complex Banach space with open unit ball BE and F 
will be a complex Banach algebra with identity 1~ except when indicated 
otherwise. The bidual E” of E endowed with the strong topology p will be also 
denoted by E”. As usual, w and W* will denote, respectively, the weak topology 
a(E, E’) in E and the weak-star topology a(E”, E’) in E”. Iffis a mapping with 
values in a Banach space Yand B is contained in the domain off, Il.flls denotes 
the sup.~ Ilf(4ll. 
As usual, the space of all continuous n-homogeneous polynomials from E 
into F is denoted by P(nE, F), the space C,T=, P(“E, F) is denoted by P(E, F) 
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and the space of all holomorphic mappings from E into F that are bounded 
on the bounded subsets of E is denoted by ‘Fth(E, F). Let Pf(“E) := 
span(4’ : q5 E E’}, Pf(“E, F) := Pf(“E) 8 F and Pf(E, F) := C,“=. Pf(“E, I;). 
We denote by PK(~E, F) the space of the elements P E P(nE, F) that are com- 
pact (i.e., P(B) is relatively compact for every bounded subset B of E). We 
consider 3_Ib(E, F), and all the spaces of polynomials defined above, endowed 
with the topology Tb of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E. As 
usual, we will always omit Fin the notation in case F = C. So, for instance, we 
will write ‘l&(E) for ‘Fl,,(E, C). It is known that tib(E, F) is a Frechet algebra 
with identity. 
Aron, Cole and Gamelin showed that if E’ has the approximation property 
then M(‘Flb(E)) coincides with E” (as a point set) if and only if P,-(E) is dense 
in 7&,(E) (cf. Theorem 7.2 of [6]). Motivated by this result, we consider the 
problem of determining the spectrum of Hh(E, F) when F is an arbitrary 
Banach algebra with identity. Our general approach is to obtain the spectrum 
of the algebra ‘Hh,.(E, F), where 7_Ih,.(E, F) is the closure of Py(E, F) in 
‘&(E, F). This is the purpose of Section 2. According to [18] every f E 
l-thlh, (E, F) has a unique extension f : E” + F whose restriction to the bounded 
subsets of E” is ic*-continuous. Thus we are able to define &, for all z E E”, to 
be the evaluation at z of the above cited extension and we show that, given any 
(z, cp) E E” x M(F), the mapping 6,0 cp defined by 6; @ p(f) := p(S;(f)) for 
all f’ E ‘Hhc(E, F) is in the spectrum of ‘Hblc,(E, F). Finally we establish a bijec- 
tion S, c?l ‘p --f (z? cp) f rom M(‘Fl,,, (E, F)) onto E” x M(F) (cf. Theorem 2.1). 
In Section 3 we consider the space 7&,K(E. F) of the elements of ‘Hb(E, F) 
that are compact and show that if E’ has the approximation property then 
M(tiblbK(E, F)) coincides with E” x M(F) whenever F has the approximation 
property if and only if Pf(E) is dense in P(E) (cf. Corollary 3.3). 
The purpose of Section 4 is to get a type of corona theorem for ‘&(E, F). 
For discussions of the classical corona problem we refer to [17]. We start es- 
tablishing that whenever we consider a spectrum as a topological space we will 
be considering the spectrum with the Gelfand topology. We show that the bi- 
jection 7r from M(&(E, F)) onto E” x M(F) established in Section 2 is 
continuous when we consider E” endowed with the weak-star topology (cf. 
Theorem 4.2). We get a type of corona theorem when we show that E x M(F) is 
dense in M(‘l-l~th~(E~ F)) (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
Section 5 is devoted to study the spectrum of ‘&(E, F). We define a mapping 
n : E” x M(F) + M(T&,(E,F)) and show that if E’ has the approximation 
property and F is a uniform Banach algebra with identity then s^ defines a 
bijection from E” x M(F) onto M(%b(E. F)) if and only if Pf(E. F) is dense 
in P(E, F) (cf. Theorem 5.2). This result gives a generalization of Theorem 7.2 
of [6]. We also get a type of corona theorem in case of M(‘Flh(E, F)) (cf. 
Theorem 5.3). 
Finally, in Section 6 we consider the Banach algebra JI,,.~(BE; F) of all 
f : BE + F that are holomorphic on BE and uniformly weakly continuous on 
BE. We prove that, if E’ has the approximation property, the spectrum of 
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d&BE; F) is homeomorphic to (BE”, \I’*) x M(F) (cf. Theorem 6.4). Conse- 
quently, we have the corona theorem for dJl?E; F). 
For background on holomorphic functions in infinite dimensions and for 
Banach and Frechet algebras we refer to [12], [20], [14]. 
2 THE ALGEBRAS &(I?, F) AND IH,,,,(E, F) 
Let ‘P((“E,F) be the closure of Pf(nE,F) in P(‘E,F) and let %,(E,F) be 
the space ofallfin 3_Ih,(E, F) such that 2”f‘(x) belongs to P, (nE, F) for every n E 
IN and for every s E E. The spaces P,(“E, F) and T-&(E, F) have been studied 
by Gupta in [15]. From now on, &(E, F) will denote (‘&(E? F), Q). It is easy 
to verify that Y,,,.(E, F) is a Frechet algebra and Pj (E, F) is a dense subset of 
with< (E, F). 
We denote by %,,,.,,(E. F) the space of all holomorphic mappings from E into 
F that, when restricted to any bounded subset of E. are uniformly weakly 
continuous and we denote by fi,,.*,(E”. F) the space of all holomorphic map- 
pings from E” into F that, when restricted to any bounded subset of E”, 
are (uniformly) Iv*-continuous. Let P,,.,,(‘E> F) = 7’(nE. F) n ‘H,,.,(E, F) and 
p,l.eI,(‘zE”: F) = P(‘lE”. F) n 7-lFIv+,(E”, F). The spaces P,l.l,(nE, F) and ?-I,,,,(E, F) 
have been extensively studied by Aron in [3], by Aron and Prolla in [9] and by 
Aron, Herves and Valdivia in [8]. It is known that ti~th~ (E, F) c KFIv,(E, F) c 
X,,(E. F) for every Banach spaces E and F. and it is clear that NHII.-U(E”, F) c 
3-Ih( E”. F). It is also known that E’ has the approximation property if and only 
if p,,.,,(@E, F) = PC(“E3 F) for every II E IN and for all Banach spaces F (cf. 
Proposition 2.7 of [9]). By using Proposition 1.5 of [3] and the above results we 
can prove that E’ has the approximation property if and only if %(E, F) = 
X,,,,(E. F) for all Banach spaces F. We consider X,,.,(E, F) endowed with the 
topology Tb and it is easy to show that H,,.,( E, F) is a Frechet algebra. We recall 
the following result, which will be useful here: 
Theorem A. Let E a?ld F he Barzach spaces. There is a unique isomorphism T : 
3-t,,.,,(E> F) + ‘FI,,.,,(E”. F) such that (T,f‘)l, = t’foral1.f E X,,.,,(E. F). 
Proof. See Theorem 8 and Remark 9 of [18]. 0 
For each ,f’ E ‘H,,.,(E, F) we will denote by .f the unique extension off that be- 
longs to H,, .,,(E”, F). For every I E E”, let 6, : H,,.,(E, F) -+ F be defined by 
b,(,f) :=f(z) for all f’ E H,,.,(E, F). We recall that, in this paper, Fis a Banach 
algebra with identity 1~ and so, given .f : E -, F and g : E + F, it makes sense 
to consider the product (fg)(x) := f (s)Lg(x) for every s E E. By the unique- 
ness of the extension it follows that ,f. g =f ‘2 for every f ,g E H,,.,,(E, F). 
For each mapping f : E ---t @ and h E F we set ,f 8% h(s) := f(s) h for all 
s E E. Let 1 denote the constant mapping that associates to every x E E the 
element 1 E C. It is clear that 1 M 1~ is the constant mapping which associates 
to each .Y E E the element 1~ E F. 
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Theorem 2.1. (1) Given $ E M(‘Fla(E, I;)), let p(f) := $(f @ IF)@ everyf E 
7-&.(E) altd$(h) := 4( 1 63 b)f or every b E F. Then, & E E” and II, E M(F). 
(2) With the notation defined in (l), the mapping 
7r : M(IH/,,(E, F)) - E” x M(F) 
defined by n(d) := (cp[E’, $)f or every C#I E M (l-tb,(E, F)) is injective and onto. 
Proof. (1) All we have to show is that 4 # 0. As f = f. (1 $3 1~) we have 
4(f) = 4(f) . #Cl@ IF) = 4(f) . $( 1~) for every f E %,.(E, F). Thus, by 
choosing f E ‘l-l&E. F) such that 4(f) # 0 we get $J( IF) # 0. 
(2) Given 41 1 4~ E M (%, (E. F)) we set p,(f) = 41(f 8 1~) forallfc %,(E) 
and q!+(b) = q$(l @b) f or all b E F (i = 1,2). It is clear that ~(4~) = ~(42) im- 
plies p~lPf(“E) = pzlPf(nE) f or all n E IN and $1 = $9. Given P E Pf(“E) 
and b E F arbitrary, it is clear that P 3 b = (P @ 1 F) . (1 @ b) and so, since 
4; E M(7-&(E, F)) (i = 1,2) we have &(P@b) =~I(P@ l~).&(l @bh) = 
&(P@ l~).&(l @b)=&(P@b)andconsequently41IPj(E,F)=&[Pf(E,F). 
Therefore ‘in is injective, since q$(i = 1,2) is continuous and Pf (E, F) is dense in 
(%c(E, F), oh). 
It remains to show that 7r is onto. Let (z, X) E E” x M(F) be arbitrary. By 
Theorem A, for every f E ‘&(E, F) c H,,.,,(E, F) there exists a unique f E 
tiFtllxlU(E”, F) such thatfl, = f. F rom the unicity of the extension we infer that - 
ti(z) = Z(U) for every u E E’ and for every z E E”, h BI 1,~ = h @ 1~ for every 
h E E’ and frg = f. 2 for every ,f ~g E I-&( E, F). So we can define a mapping 
6,@ X : ‘Fla (E. F) 4 @ by setting (6: @ X)(f) := X(f(z)) and it is easy to verify 
that 5; 8 X is a homomorphism. For every f E E’ we have (5, @ X)(f @ IF) = 
A(fsF(z)) = A(?(:). 1~) = f(z) = z(f) andforevery b E Fwe have(&OX) 
(1 @b) = A( lzb(z)) = X(b). S’ mce X E M(F), A(b) # 0 for some b E F and 
therefore (6, @ X)( 1 @ h) = X(h) # 0. This completes the proof. •i 
Corollary 2.2. If E’ has the approximation property we have 
M(‘H,,.,(E, F)) = E” x M(F) (as a point set). 
Proof. It is enough to remember that %,(E. F) = X&E, F) if E’ has the ap- 
proximation property and the result follows from Theorem 2.1. 0 
Corollary 2.3. IfPf(E, F) d 1s ense in P(E, F), then M(l-lb(E, F)) coincides with 
E” x M(F) (as apoint set). 
Proof. If PI (E, F) is dense in P( E, F), it follows from the Cauchy inequalities 
that Pf(NE, F) is dense in P(“E, F) Vn E IN i.e., P(“E, F) = P, (“E, F) ‘dn E IN. 
Therefore, 7&,(E, F) = tibC(E, F). 0 
Corollary 2.4. Zf co $ F we have M (Hh(c~, F)) = I, x M(F) (as a point set). 
Proof. Since CO is isomorphic to C(ZN U {CC}) and IN U {co} is a dispersed 
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compact Hausdorff space we have that P/-(“co, F) is dense in P(*Q, F) for every 
n E IN and for every F such that CO $ F (cf. example below). Consequently, 
‘Z$,(CO~ F) = ?-&(co, F) for every Fsuch that CO g F. q 
Next we are going to give some examples of Banach spaces E and F such that 
Pf(E, F) is dense in P(E, F). We also show that F can be always considered as a 
Banach algebra with identity (see remark after the examples). So, we are going 
to get examples of Banach spaces E and F such that M(ZZh(E, F)) coincides 
with E” x M(F) as a point set. 
Example 2.1. Let E = C(X) where Xis a dispersed compact Hausdorff space. It 
is known that P&Y?.(X), F) = P(“C(X), F) for every n E IN and for every 
Banach space F such that CO 6 F if and only if X is a dispersed compact 
Hausdorff space (cf. [21]). By corollary in 92 of [4] Pj((“C(X)) is dense in 
P(“C(X)) for every n E IN and, since P,(“C(X)) c P,l.u(nC(X)), we have 
P,,.,,(‘*C(X)) = P(“C(X)). By Theorem 2.9 of [8], for every Banach spaces E 
and F the space P,,.(“E. F) of elements of P(nE, F) that are weakly continuous 
on the bounded subsets of E coincides with P,,,,(“E. F). So we have 
P,,.(“C(X)) = P(“C(X)) and as a consequence we get PK(‘C(X). F) c 
P,, (“C(X), F) for every n E IN and for every Banach space F(cf. [19]). Now it is 
enough to remember that C(X)’ has the approximation property to get the 
density of Pj.(“C(X), F) in P(“C(X), F) f or every n E IN and for every Banach 
space F such that CO e F. Let 
Ii and 1: with the usual norm. It is known that 11 endowed with the convolution 
product is a Banach algebra with identity e = (~n)~~?~ where y, = 0 for every 
n f 0 and _VO = 1. So 1: is also a Banach algebra with identity and both do not 
contain CO. It is also known that the spectrum of Ii can be identified with the 
unit circle of C and the spectrum of ZT can be identified with the closed unit disc 
of @ (for details cf. 1.4.13 and 1.4.15 of [22]). 
Example 2.2. Let T be the Tsirelson space (cf. [23]). By Theorem 2.3. (1) of [2], 
we have that P(“T, F) coincides with the space of the weak-to-norm sequen- 
tially continuous polynomials if F has positive rank. We recall that a Banach 
space has positive rank if there exists a E (0,l) such that every sequence (5,) 
satisfying /] C nt B snl( 5 c]BI” for c 2 0 and for all finite B c IN (where (B( is 
the number of elements of B) converges with respect to the norm. 
Since T is reflexive, using Theorem 3 of [16] we get P(“T, F) = P,,(“T, F) 
(= P,,.,(nT, F)). Now it is enough to remark that the dual of T has the approx- 
imation property. We note that T’ and I,, (1 < p < m) are examples of Banach 
spaces with positive rank (cf. [2]). 
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Example 2.3. Let Tj be the James space modelled on T (cf. [7]). From Theorem 
2.4 (4) of [2] we infer that P(“Tf, F) is the space of the n-homogeneous poly- 
nomials from Tf into F that are weak-to-norm sequentially continuous for 
every Banach space F of positive rank. Since Ii c Tf we have P,,.(nTJ’, F) = 
P(‘l Tf, F) by Theorem 3 of [16]. Now it is enough to remark that the dual of Tf 
has the approximation property. 
Remark. Given an arbitrary Banach space (E, )( 11) we can always define a 
product 0 on E in order that (E, f. ~71) is an algebra with identity. We can also 
define in E a norm ](I I/] that is equivalent to the original norm ]I )I and such that 
(E, /(I 111) with the above operations is a Banach algebra (with identity). We are 
grateful to Aron who showed us the following proof of this statement. Consider 
a closed hyperplane Fof E, take r E E \ F such that l/e]] = 1 and define o in the 
following way: if u = ne + .\: and ~9 = he + 13 (where LI, h E @ and x-,_v E F) 
u \A ‘u := abe + (bx + a?,). It is easy to verify that (E. f. 1~;~) is an algebra with 
identity e. Now, if we define ]l/u]]] := ]u] + ]I.\-11 for u = ae + s (a E C and I E F) 
we get an equivalent norm on E and (E, (/I (I/) endowed with + and EJ is a 
Banach algebra with identity r. 
3. THE ALGEBRA ?-t&E> F) 
Let ‘l-th~(E. F) be the space of all f‘ E ?&(E, F) such that there is a O-neigh- 
bourhood V, in E such that f‘( Vu) is relatively compact in F. Let P,(“E, F) = 
P(“E, F) n RFthR(E. F). By Proposition 3.4 of [lo] we have that Y-thk(E, F) is the 
space of all .f’ E ‘Fl,,(E, F) such that y E P,(“E, F) for every II E IN. It is easy 
to verify that (7-lhn-(E. F). oh) is a Frechet algebra. We denote this algebra also 
by ?thlhk.( E. F). It is easy to show that ‘Hh(E) 1.’ F is dense in ‘H~K(E. F) if F has 
the approximation property. Indeed, by Proposition 3.5 of [IO] K =.~(BE) is 
a compact subset of F if _f E Xhli(E. F); as F has the approximation proper- 
ty, given F > 0 there exist $1.. , ph E F’ and ht, ~ bk E F such that 
II c:_ 1 P,b-I .h, ~ :lI x < 6 for all .Y E K. So, if T(s) = xf=, p,(s) h, it is clear 
that To f E 7+,(E, F) and, as f’(r) E K for all .Y E BE, )I T o-f(s) -,f(s)il < f 
for all .X E BE. Finally we note that T of(s) = x$=, p,(f(x)) . h, and 9, of E 
‘l+,(E) forj = 1~. . k. 
By using this we can prove: 
Proposition 3.1. IJ’Fhas the approximation property, then there exists a bijection 
from M(‘Fthn-(E, F)) onto M(‘Hh(E)) x M(F). 
Proof. Given 4 E M(ti~lh~(E, F)), let cp(f’) := cp(f 31 1~) for every f E S,(E) 
and d!(h) := Q( 1 B b) for every b E F. It is easy to show that $ E M(F) and that 
p is a continuous homomorphism in Hb(E). Since Xb(E) @ F is dense in 
7-t,,K(E, F) and @is a non zero continuous homomorphism in ‘J+,K(E, F) we get 
that 9 # 0 and so ip E M(%(E)). Now we define KI : M(%x(E,F)) - 
M(X,,(E)) x M(F) by 7~ (45) = (p% $1) for every 4 E M(X&E, F)). We claim 
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that ~1 is a bijection. Indeed, given &,c#Q E M(7-t~lh~(E> F)) such that ri(&) = 
7rl (&) it is clear that cpi = ‘p2 and $1 = $2 (where, for i = 1,2, qi and $, are the 
homomorphisms associated to &). As F has the approximation property, given 
f E ‘HbK(E, F) there exists a net in ‘Hb(E) @ F that converges to fin %K(E, I;). 
Since & is continuous (i = 1,2) and 4,(h @ b) = v,(h) q+(h) for all h E 7+,(E) 
and b E F, (i = 1,2) it is easy to see that $1 (f) = 42(f) and so ~1 is injective. 
It remains to show that 7ri is onto. Let (cp, +) E M(‘&,(E)) x M(F). If for 
each f E tihK(E, F) we define Tf : F,; + 7+,(E) by Ty(q)(x) := q(f(x)) for all 
n E F’ and x E E, it is easy to see that Tf(q) E ‘Fib(E) for all 77 E F’ and Tf is 
a continuous linear mapping. Let 4 : ‘l-h,~(E? F) --+ @ defined by 4(f) := 
Q$ Tf($)) all f E ‘&K(E, F). As ‘p E M(%(E)) we have p(f) # 0 for somef E 
‘Hh(E) and therefore $(f @ 1~) # 0. It is easy to verify that 4 is a continuous 
homomorphism. 
Finally, since q ,<I~ ($) E f for all f E ‘H,,(E) and TI ?~(I,!I) = $(b) for all 
h E F, r,(4) = (cp,$) holds. 0 
Proposition 3.2. IfFhas the approximation property and Pf(E) is dense in P(E), 
then %K(E, F) = %,(E, F) and consequently, M(‘l-l~lh~(E, F)) = E” x M(F) 
(as a point set). 
Proof. 
Let f E ?&(E, F). As ‘l+,(E) @ F is dense in ‘H&E, F), for every bounded 
subset B of E and 6 > 0 there exist g, E ‘Flh(E) and b, E F(i = 1,. . ~ n) such that 
sup,t B IV(x) - c:= 1 (81 @ bl)(4ll < 5. So, by using the density of IPf(E) in 
P(E) we get P, E Pf(E)(i = 1,. . ) n such that IIf - C:=, (P, 6 b,)(x)11 < E 
for all .K E B. Now, the Cauchy inequalities give y E P,.(“E, F) for every 
!I E IN and by Proposition 5, Chapter II of [15] we have f E 'J?hlh,.(E. F). The 
other inclusion is always true. 0 
Corollary 3.3. If E’ has the approximation property, the follo\ling are equivalent. 
(1) M(‘%K(E,F)) = E” x M(F) (as a point set] Lchenever F has the ap- 
proximation property. 
(2) pf(E) is dense in ‘P(E). 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 in case F = C and Proposition 7.2 of [6] we get (1) 
implies (2). The converse is a consequence of Proposition 3.2. 0 
4 THE CORONA THEOREM FOR Y-&(E, F) 
Let A be any Frechet algebra. As M(A) c A’, it makes sense to consider in 
M(A) the weak-star topology of A’ restricted to M(A). This topology is usually 
called the Gelfand topology (or the A-convergence topology) and will be de- 
noted here by 76. So, given a net (&) of elements in M(A), we say that a,, 
converges to 4 E M(A) in the Gelfand topology (and denote & -% 4) if and 
only if 41,,(f) - q5(,f) for every f E A. Unless we say the contrary, we will be 
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always considering M(A) endowed with the Gelfand topology. It is known that 
if Fis a Banach algebra then M(F) c BFI is a compact Hausdorff space. 
By Theorem 2.1, r-1 is a bijection between the sets E” x M(F) and 
MO-ME, F)). N ow we are going to prove that c’(E x M(F)) is dense in 
M(‘Hh,(E,F)), i.e., given 4 E M(‘Flb,(E, F)) = 7~-l(E” x M(F)) there exist 
MnEI c E and (U,,, c M(F) such that K’(z,, X,)(f) -+ 4(f) for every 
f E %,.(E, F). 
Theorem 4.j. Zf 6: E” x M(F) 4 M(IHa(E,F)) is the mapping defined by 
i(z, A) := 6, ~3 JI for every (z, X) E E” x M(F) (where 6, @ X is defined as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1), then c?(E x M(F)) is dense in M(Y&(E, F)). 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, given Cp E M(iFtb,(E. F)) there exists a unique (z, X) E 
E” x M(F) such that 4 = 6, $3 X via YT and we have X(h) = 4( 1 8 b) for every 
b E F and 4(f) = X(?(r)) f or every f E 7&,,(E, F) (whereJ‘ E ‘FI,,.*,(E”, F) is 
given by Theorem A). Now, given z E E” there exists (z~),~, c E such that 
ll~~ll 5 l\zll for every Q E I and zn a~. Since r is ul*-continuous on the boun- 
ded subsets of E”, we have f(~,) -f(l) and therefore 5‘(:,,, X)(f) = 
A(?(:,,)) - X(j(z)) = 4(f) for every f E ‘I-k(E, F). 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let r be as in Theorem 2.1. 
(1) 7r is a continuous mapping from M(%(E, F)) onto EL!* x M(F) (where 
E,:!, = (E”, IV*)). 
(2) r defines a homeomorphism from {h E M(‘Flb,.(E,F)) : Ih( < 
II f Ilns,Vf E 7&(E, F)} onto (nB,y/; w*) x M(F) Vn E IN. 
Proof. (1) Given (&),EI c M(%,(E, F)) such that (pn z Cp in M(%(E, f’)). 
we have &(f@ 1~) + $(f o IF) for allf E E’ and &(l @b) + 4(1 @ 6) for 
all h E F. Consequently 7r is continuous. 
(2) Let A, = {h E M(W,,(E, F)) : Ih(f )I L Ilf llnBE vf E %C(E9F)). Given 
(hc, ),, E I c A,, such that h, 3 h in M(‘Flb, (E, F)), we have 
IWII I P(f) - h,,(f )I + Ihn(f )I I Ij4f’) - ha( + Ilf llnBE 
for all Q E 1 and consequently Ih(f )I F IIf llnBE for all f E K,.(E,F). So, A, is 
closed in M (%,,( E, F)). 
Let U,, = {f E IFlb,(E, F) : IIf llnB, 5 l}. Given h E A,. we have Ih(f)l 5 
Ilfll,B, for all f E %,(E,F) an consequently /h(f)1 I 1 for all f E U,. So, d 
A,, c U,” = (T E &,.(E, F)’ : IT(f)\ 5 1 Vf E Cm}. Since U, is a Th-neigh- 
bourhood of zero in ‘&(E, F), we have that U,” is g(%(E, F)‘, ‘%,(E,F))- 
compact and so A,, is a compact subset of M(&(E, F)). We have by Theorem 
2.1 that 6: E” x M(F) -+ M(Xb,(E, F)) defined as in Theorem 4.1 is a bijec- 
tion from E” x M(F) onto M(‘Flb,.(E, F)) and sP1 = X. If ??(nBErt x M(F)) = 
A,, then the image of every closed subset of nBE/t x M(F) is a closed subset of 
A, and consequently &E,,, x,M(FJ is continuous. Now, for every (~0. ‘p) E nBEl{ x 
M(F) we have 
I(&” @ (P)(f)1 = IP(J‘(=o))l I lb 4,,,, = lb OJlL& 5 II4 Ilflln& = IlfllnB, 
for all f E ‘&(E,F) and so &nB~o x M(F)) c A,. Moreover given h E A, 
there exists a unique (~0, ‘p) E E” x M(F) such that h = &, @ cp. For every 
CI: E E’, ;p o (OS @ lF) E E’ and we have cp o (a 6~ OF) = (P(CY(X) . 1~) = a(s). 
~(1~) = Q(X) for all x E E. As the mapping = E E” * di(z) = z(o) is a 
w’-continuous extension of cp o (a @ IF) = Q to E”, we have ‘p 0 (oxl.)(z) = 
6(z) for all z E E” and so IS,, 8 ~(01~ l~)( = lip 0 (o~l~)(zo)l = l6(zo)l. This 
implies 
II-011 = as;-J, I&(--0)l = s,“E4 I(&, @ V)(Q @ 1F)I I (I”,“Eg lb @J ~FIInBr I n. 
II4 i 1 II4 I 1 II4 i 1 
Consequently, A,, C g(nB ~1, x M(F)) and this completes the proof. 0 
Remark. (a) The mapping 6 is continuous from E” x M(F)) onto 
M (%c(E, 6) f or all F, but it is not continuous from (E”? M’*) x M(F) onto 
M(‘&(E, F)), even if F = @. 
(b) A slight modification of arguments from Theorem 4.2 shows that the 
mapping ~1 defined in Proposition 3.1 is also continuous from M(flb~(E, F)) 
onto M(T+,(E)) x M(F). 
5 THE ALGEBRA tib(E, F) 
When we work with 7ih(E, F), we can’t useTheorem A. In this case, we will use 
the Aron-Berner extension for elements of ‘Flh(E). Davie and Gamelin pre- 
sented in [ 1 l] a nice construction of this extension whose idea is the following: 
by using the w*-density of E in E”, every continuous n-linear mapping A : 
E x . . x E + @ can be extended to a continuous n-linear mapping 2 : E”x 
E” x . . . x E” --f @ beginning with the last variable and working backwards to 
the first. By using the Taylor representation off E ‘Hh(E) at the origin we get 
n times 
f(x) = 5 A,1 (m) 
II = 0 
where A0 E C and, for each n > 1, A, is a continuous n-linear mapping from E” 
into C. Now, for each f E 7+,(E), the mapping 
n times 
j(z) = ngo A^,(zy?) 
is an element of ‘Hh(E”) such thatf(, = f. For details, we refer to [ll]. 
To each (2. cp) E E” x ME) we can associate a mapping 5, oz ‘%(E, F) -, 
C defined by 6, o p(f) := cp of(z) f or allf E ‘lfb(E, F), where cp of denotes the 
AronBerner extension of p of. It is easy to verify that 6, o ‘p E M(%h(E, F)). 
Proposition 5.1. Let s^ : E” x M(F) + M(‘Hh(E,F)) he defined bj 
a,-, P)(f) = 6; 0 P(f). 7% en, the following results hold: 
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(1) 8 is injective. 
(2) IfE’ has the approximation property and P,(E, F) is dense in P(E, F), then 
6, o q - 6< @ cp for every’ (z> ‘p) E E” x M(F). Consequently, 8 is a bijection. 
(3) If b(E” x M(F)) = M(‘&,(E, F)), then s^-’ is a homeomorphism from 
{h E M(%(E, F)) : Ih(f)l < Ilf lInBE Vf E %(E, F)} onto (nBEt(, )v*) x M(F) 
for all n E IN. 
Proof. (1) If (zi>yr), (z~,‘pz) E E” x M(F) is such that s^(zi,‘pt) = 6(-_2,‘p*) 
we have &, o cpl(f) = S,, o cpz(f) for all f E ‘Ht,(E, F) and so cp,(b) = 
5;, o’p,(l @b) = b:? op2(1 @b) = cpz(b) for all b E F. Now, given x E E and 
T E E’ arbitrary, we have (pi o (T @ lo) = (pi (T(x) . 1~) = T(x) and conse- 
quently 6, o cpi (T 8 1~) = f(z) for all z E E”. Since cp1 = ‘p2 and 
for every T E E’ we conclude that zi = ~2. 
(2) For every a E E’ and b E F we have ain(z) . cp(b) = h!“(z) . cp(b) for all 
z E E” and ‘p E M(F). Since ct”(.) cp(b) and h!“(s) . cp(b) are both iv*-con- 
tinuous extensions of a”(.) cp(b) to E”, we get 
&@~(a”mb) =p o at, b(z) = G”(z) . Ip(b) = 6(z) . cp(b) = 6, o(p(an ob). 
Now it is enough to use the continuity of 5, o p and 5, @ w in 3_Ib(E, F) and to 
remember that, under our conditions, Pr(E, F) is dense in T&,(E, F). 
(3) A (slight) modification of arguments from Theorem 4.2 gives the 
proof. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let E be a Banach space such that E’ has the approximation prop- 
erty and let F be a uniform Banach algebra with identity. Then 8 defined as in 
Proposition 5.1 defines a bijection from E” x M(F) onto M(‘Flh(E, F)) if and 
only if Pt (E, F) is dense in P( E, F). 
Proof. Given f E P(’ E. F), for each n E IN we consider the restriction of 6, 0 n* 
to nBE,, x M(F) (where b,. is the evaluation). By Proposition 5.1 s^is a homeo- 
morphism from X, := (nBEl(, II’*) x M(F) onto A,, c M(‘Flt,(E, F)) and con- 
sequently, 6, 0 &B,., xM(FI E C(X,l), where X, is a compact subset of (E”, w*) x 
M(F). It is well-known that C(Xn) is isometric to C((nBE/r, IV*), C(M(F))) and 
so we can consider 6, o i as an element of C(E”,C(M(F))) that is ii’*--]1 II,UiFj- 
continuous on bounded subsets of E”. 
Since F is a uniform algebra it is well-known that F is isomorphically iso- 
metric to P, where P = {& : b E F} and h is the Gelfand transform of b (cf. 
[14]). So for every .Y E E, f(x) E F. This means that for all cp E M(F) we have 
f(x)(p) = cp(f (x)) an d consequently, for every .‘c E E and for every cp E M(F) 
we have 
(bt o &s))(+Q) = (in, o d(.xu, .))(cp) = uyf (s) = 9 of(x) =.f(s)(cp). 
Therefore j”(s) = n, o 6(-u) for every .Y E E and so f‘ E P,,.,,( “E, I;). Since 
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P,JkE,F) = P#E,F) h w enever E’ has the approximation property it fol- 
lows that Pf(‘E, F) is dense in P(r(E, F). As this is true for every k E ZN, we 
have the density of ‘pj (E, F) in P(E, F). 
The converse follows by Corollary 2.3 and the proof is complete. 0 
Remark. If F is a W*-algebra (i.e., a C*-algebra that is a dual of a Banach 
space) we can prove an analogous of Theorem 5.2 where 8 appears instead of 6. 
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that E’ has the approximation property, Pf,(Ey F) is 
denseinP(E,F)and6^: E” x M(F) --) M(Wh(E, F)) is definedas in Proposition 
5.1. Then if(E x M(F)) is dense in M(T-ih(E, F)). 
Proof. The proposition follows from Theorem 4.1 since, under the hypothesis 
we have 3_It,(E. F) = XtJE, F) and s^ = 8. 0 
Remark. By Corollary 4.7 of [5] we can also prove that E x M(F) is P(E) I;: 
F-dense in M(%h(E, F)). 
6 THE ALGEBRA d,JBE; F) 
Let d,v,,(nBE; F) be the space of all mappingsf : nBE - F that are holomorphic 
on ABE and uniformly weakly continuous on nBE := {-Y E E : I(sI/ 5 n} endowed 
with the topology generated by the norm defined by Ilfll,, := sup.,EnBE ll.~(.~)ll 
for every ,f E d,JtzBE: F). It is easy to verify that d,&nBE; F) is a Banach 
algebra. 
Proposition 6.1. The space qf a/if‘ E d,,,(nBE; F) such that j’ = gInBE for mm’ 
g E 3-1,v,,(E, F) is dense in dbVu(frBE: F). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose f E d,,,,(BE: F). Given c > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 and ~1. (~2.. . pk E E’, so that ll,f(s) -,f(y)\\ < t whenever 
s, ~9 E BE and satisfy Ipp,(.u - ?,)I < 6 for all i = 1. . . . 1 k. Take M 2 llcp,J( for all 
i = 1.. . k, and 5 > 0 sufficiently small so that 1 - $ > 0. Lets E ZR such that 
I - -& < t < 1. Define J(X) := f( ix) for all s E BE. It is easy to show that 
lij -fill, < E and fi. E d,,.J.yBE; F). Now let .f = C,XX, P, be the Taylor rep- 
resentation off at zero. There exists N > 0 such that Ilf; - C,“=, sOP,ll, < c 
and, consequently, II f - J$, s ‘P,ll, < 26. Since P, E P,,.,,(‘E, F) for every 
j E IN we have the proof. 0 
For each n E IN let j,, : d,,,.,(tzBE: F)’ t ‘H,,.,,(E. F)’ be defined by j,,(p)(f) := 
~(fl,,~,) for all cp E d,JnBE: F)‘and for allf E ;Ft,,,,(E; F). Let 7r,17,, : ‘H,,,.,jE. F) - 
ddn&: F) be defined by -rrdf) :=f IrtB,, for all f E ‘H,,,.,(E, F). It is clear that 
j,,(p) = ,C o T,! E W,,,(E. F)’ and that j,, is a linear continuous mapping. We re- 
mark that j,, is injective. Indeed, if Ipi, p2 E d,,.,,(nBE; F)’ are such thatj,(cpi 1 = 
h(e) we have ‘r”l (f I,lBEI = cpz(f bI. 1 f or all f E 71,v,(E, F). By using the density 
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of rn(‘H,,(E, F)) in d,,.,(nBE; F) and the continuity of cp1 and cp2 we get ip~ = ‘~2 
in d&BE; F). 
Lemma 6.2. X,.,,(E, J’)’ = Unt,N &(&(nBE; F)‘). 
Proof. Given u E l-t,,(E, F)’ we want to find n E IN and U, E d&BE; F)’ 
such thatj,(u,) = U. As u is linear and continuous there exist n E IN and c > 0 
such that Il4f)II 5 dfllnBE = cjfl,& for every f E ‘FI,,.,(E, F). Let lln : 
T,(~-&(E, F)) 3 C be defined by z&‘) := u(g,.) for all f E T~(~-L(E, F)). 
where gf E X,,,.,(E, F) is such that Tn(gf) = f. It is clear that U, is a well defined 
linear mapping. As Inn(f)\ = (u(gj)( 5 c/lg& = cllfll,, for allf E ~~(‘H,,,,(E7 F)), 
U, E (rrn(‘FI,,@, F)))’ and since 7r,(ti,.,(E. F)) is dense in d,V,(nBE; F), there 
exists U, E d,JnBE; F)’ such that &lrr,~~,,,~E.F~~ = u,. AsA(li,)(g) = un(rfl(g)) = 
nn(n,,(g)) = u(g) for every g E ti,,,.,,(E, F) we have&(ti,) = U. Since the other 
inclusion is trivial, the proof is complete. 0 
Note that in Proposition 6.1 and Lemma 6.2 it is enough to consider F as a 
Banach space. 
Proposition 6.3. M(?-L&E, F)) = UnC,N AM(d~~~u(fiBE; F))l. 
Proof. Suppose first that u =X,(p), where ‘p E M(d,,,(nBE: F)) (n arbitrary). 
By Lemma 6.2, u E ?-I,,,(E, F)‘. It is easy to verify that u(f g) = u(f) u(g) 
for all f,g E ~_I,,,,(E, F). Since j,l is injective we have u # 0 and so u E 
M(%,(E. F)). 
Conversely, assume that u E M(‘H..,(E, F)). Let U, E dAH.U(nBE; F)’ be such 
thatjn(tin) = u defined as in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Since U, is continuous, by 
Proposition 6.1 we get &(f.g) = n,,(f) . c,,(g) for all f,g E d,,,(nBE; F). 
Therefore U,, E M(d,.,(nBE; F)) since s?;; # 0 by the linearity of&. 0 
Theorem 6.4. If E’ has the upproximation property, M(d,,,,(BE; F)) is homeo- 
morphic to (BE”; u’*) x M(F). 
Proof. Given f‘ E d&BE; F), since j’ is uniformly \rv-continuous on BE, 
a(E”, E’)IE = a(E,E’) and 2~11 = 32’. there exists a unique extension off to 
BEI, which is tv*-continuous. It is easy to check that for everyf E J&(BE: F) 
such that there exists g E K,,,(E, F) satisfying gJBE =f, &&,, is-the unique 
,I!*-continuous extension off’to BEII. So, it is natural to denote byf the unique 
br*-continuous extension off E d,,.u(BE: F) to &. 
Now, for every z E ~EJI we define o, : dwu(BE; F) + F by a,(f) :=f(:) for 
all ,f E dnlr(BE; F). We recall that 6, : ‘FI,.,(E. F) + F was defined by k(f) := 
f(z) for allf E ti,.,(E, F). Clearly S,(f) = m(f IBE). 
Let & : BE” x M(F) + M(d,,,,(B,; F)) be defined by &(z, X) := a, @ X 
for ah (z> A) E 3~~~ x M(F), where cy, @ X(f’) := X(cr,(f)) E C for every f E 
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A&BE; F). A slight modification of arguments used in the proof of Theorem 
2.1(2) shows that a= 8 X E M(d,,.,(BE; F)). 
Let (z,. Xl), (~2, AZ) E Bp x M(F) such that (21, XI) # (22, X2). If --I # ~2 
there exists T E E’ such that z,(T) #_-z(T). Then TIBE ia 1~ E d,,.,(BE;F) is 
such that 
&(q,Xl)(TIBE 6~ 1~) = X,(?(z,) 1~) = T(,-,) = z,(T) #=2(T) 
= cY(-?2, X2)(TIBE @ 1~). 
Now, if -_, = zz we must have X, # XZ and consequently there exists h E F such 
that X,(h) # X?(h). Then 1 8 h E dH.JBE; F) is such that 
ii@, ( A,)( 1 0 b) = X,(h) # Xl(h) = cL(Z?, Xr)( 1 @ h). 
Hence &(I,, Xl) # &(Iz, A,) whenever (2,) Xl) # (~2, X2). Let us show that ii: is 
onto. Given 4 E M(d,,.,(BE; F)) we havej,(4) E M(‘lf,.,(E,F)) by Proposition 
6.3. Since E’ has the approximation property, in view of Corollary 2.2 there 
exists (z, X) E E” x M(F) such that j, (4) = 5,~ X i.e., j,($)(f) = X(_?(z)) for 
all f E ‘H,,,.,,(E, F). We claim that 2 E BE!/. Indeed, since 
I(& Z’X)(f)l = lx(f(z))l = lA(4)(f)l = IfKrlB,)l i II411 llflll = llflll 
for all f E ?&,,.,,(E, F) we get 
As $ and al are continuous on d&BE; F) and by Proposition 6.1, {fleE :f‘ E 
‘+,(E, F)} is dense in d,,,(BE; F) we have N: 8 X = 4 since (a, 8 X)(flB,) = 
x(f(z)) = (S, 0 X)(f) = j,(4)(f) = 4(flB,)forallf~ X+,.,,(E,F).Therefore,ii:is 
onto. It remains to show that Cr is a homeomorphism. Let 7r : M(d,,,(BE; F)) - 
(BE”, ,v*) x M(F) be defined by ~(4) := (&,. $), where p(f) := $(f @ 1~) for 
every f‘ E E’ and g(b) := 4( 1 0 b) f or every h E F. It is not hard to verify that 7r 
is well defined and rr = ri _I. Now, consider a net (4s) such that 43 converges to 
4 in M(d,,.,,(&; F)) i.e., @,3(f) + 4(f) f or every_/” E d,,.,,(BE; F). For allf E E’ 
we have p!,(f) := &(f @ IF) -, @(f 8 IF) := y(f) and $,,(6) := 4.,(1 6 h) + 
Q(,l (3, b) := $(b) f or all b E F. From this we conclude that rr(Q,,) converges to 
7r( 4) and hence 7, is continuous. 
Finally, since Cr is an injective mapping from (BE”, ,v*) x M(F) onto the 
compact space M(d,,.,(BE: F)) w h ose inverse 7 is continuous, a compactness 
argument shows that ic is a homeomorphism. 0 
It is interesting to observe that similar arguments to those used in Theorem 2.1 
provide a different proof of the existence of a bijection between BE” xM(F) and 
M(d,,,,(&: F)). 
Moreover, similar arguments to those used in Theorem 4.1 prove the follow- 
ing: 
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Corollary 6.5. rf E’ has the upproximation property, then M (A,I.U(B~; F)) con- 
tains an isomorphic opy of (BE, M!) x M(F) that is dense in M (A,,.,(B,; F)). 
The same arguments used in Theorem 6.4 show that M(A(nBE; F)) is homeo- 
morphic to (nBE~~, w*) x M(F), if E’ has the approximation property. 
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